**Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries, Queensland**

**STOUT WHITING TRAWL FISHERY (T4) LOGBOOK**

I certify that the information I have provided on this form is a true and accurate record of fishing activities and that interactions with species of conservation interest have been reported in the SOCI 01 logbook.

---

**Boat Name**

**Boat Mark**

**Commercial Fisher’s Name (Print)**

**Commercial Fisher Licence No.**

**Logbook No.**

**Page No.**

---

**Boat Activity Code**

- 0.....Trawling
- 1.....Steaming
- 2.....In Port – not fishing
- 3.....Anchored – not fishing
- 4.....Activity recorded in another fisheries logbook

---

**LOGBOOK PAGES ARE TO BE RETURNED TO DPI&F WITHIN 15 DAYS OF THE END OF EACH FISHING TRIP**

**PERIOD NOT FISHING FOR STOUT WHITING SINCE LAST TRIP. SPECIFY BOAT ACTIVITY (code).**

---

**DATE**

**SHOT DETAILS**

**T4 CATCH**

**Permitted - Retained**

**Permitted – Discarded**

**DISCARDS**

(All Discarded product must be recorded)

**SOCI**

- Only STOUT WHITING or RED SPOT WHITING may be retained when using T4 apparatus, unless you hold an authority stating otherwise

---

**Comments:**

I certify that the information I have provided on this form is a true and accurate record of fishing activities and that interactions with species of conservation interest have been reported in the SOCI 01 logbook.

---

**Commercial Fisher’s Signature**